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1. What is the CarSavers Paintless Dent Removal service all about?  
Paintless Dent Removal or PDR, is an innovative service introduced by the CarSavers back in 1998 that removes 
minor dents and dings without the need for repainting. 
 
2. How does the PDR process work? 
The PDR process works by using custom designed tools and techniques to access and “massage out” minor dents 
and dings from inside the vehicle’s damaged panel.  The results are so remarkable that the dent or ding is virtually 
removed without the need for sanding or painting.  Its as if the dent or ding never happened! 
 
3. What are the benefits to the CarSavers Paintless Dent Removal system? 
First, because there is no need for painting, you get to keep your original factory paint and avoid problems like 
mapping or color mismatch.  Second, it is low cost and quick!  The process cost as much as 100% less than 
repainting and can only take between 15 to 60 minutes to complete.   No need to leave your vehicle in the shop 
for days!  
 
4. What type of dents or dings can be removed? 
Dents or dings with no paint damage up to the size of a P5 coin on previously unrepaired panels.  Dents or dings 
larger than a P5 coin can at most times also be removed dependent on the extent and location of the damage. 
(Please refer to our highly skilled PDR technician).  
 
5. What type of dents cannot be removed? 
Huge dents resulting from vehicle collision, along with dents on newly painted panels with putty underneath, are 
not workable. (Putty could crack and cause paint damage). 
 
6. Where did the CarSavers PDR technology come from? 
CarSavers PDR technology and special tools comes from the USA. Our highly skilled technicians have also been 
doing it locally for more than 20 years. 
 
7. How much does it cost for the PDR service? 
Prices begin at P1,500 for up to two (2) dents.  Quite reasonable, considering that it can cost more than thrice that 
amount to repaint just one panel.  Plus, you get to keep your original factory finish and not have to wait no longer 
than an hour or so to complete! 
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